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According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth           

Edition (DSM-IV), Dissociative Disorder is “a disruption in the usually integrated           

functions of consciousness, memory, identity or perception of the environment. The           

disturbance may be sudden or gradual, transient or chronic.” One of the predominant             

characteristics of this disorder in general and, specifically of Dissociative Amnesia, is            

the inability to recall important personal information usually due to a traumatic event,             

and not ordinary forgetfulness. 

This paper is an attempt to discuss some of the various approaches that define              

dissociation, and will particularly focus on the debate of whether this phenomenon is an              

adaptive or maladaptive coping mechanism triggered during and after stressful or           

traumatic situations and during everyday life events. Dissociative states have direct           

clinical implications in the goal setting and treatment of patients during the therapeutic             

process. Therefore, some techniques for determining therapeutic goals and effective          

treatment will be discussed as well. 

The concept of dissociation is probably appropriately attributed to Pierre Janet,           

who viewed it as the central organizing mechanism of trauma-related disorders. Janet            

recognized that the origin of dissociation was related to a traumatic event in the past,               

and also proposed that cure was facilitated through the discovery of the trauma             

(Frankel, 1990). Likewise, Sigmund Freud, in collaboration with Josef Breuer, outlined a            

similar approach to the concept of dissociation. The theory postulated that “. . . in               

individuals under stress (especially hysterical patients) or with a strong environmental           

precipitant, a vulnerable state occurs during which traumatic impressions cannot be           

associatively thought about. The content of consciousness becomes temporarily         
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dissociated and certain complexes of ideas fly apart.” (Freud 1893, in Frankel 1990, p.              

825). Thus, the memory of traumatic events splits off into a second state of              

consciousness. From the psychoanalytic point of view, the concept of dissociation was            

linked to the concept of repression as a need for defense against unacceptable             

thoughts and wishes, and was not related to the idea of dissociation as a mechanism of                

adaptation. 

Some authors offer a broader definition of dissociation, viewing it as a            

commonplace and normal event, even though it can be invoked to serve            

psychopathological needs. On this basis, driving or typing are automatic functions that            

can be considered as dissociated states (Hilgard, 1977 in Frankel, 1990). Other authors             

have extended the concept even further, drawing attention to the important equivalents            

of dissociation embodied in other cultures and the survival value of their belief in              

religious trances, divinations, and prophecies (Ludwig, 1983 in Frankel, 1990). 

More recent authors have defined dissociation as “the process of severing           

connections between categories of mental events - between events that seem           

irreconcilably different, between the actual events and their affective and emotional           

significance, between actual events and the awareness of their cognitive significance,           

and finally, as in the case of severe trauma, between the actual occurrence of real               

events and their permanent, symbolic, verbal mental representation” (Davies and          

Frawley 1994, p. 63). In the dissociative process a part of the traumatic experience can               

be too overstimulating to be recorded along the usual channels, so it is “cordoned off”               

and established as a separate psychic state within the personality, thus, creating two or              
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more ego states that alternate in consciousness, and emerge to think, behave,            

remember and feel. 

Dissociation has been related to Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and           

presented within the symptomathology of the disorder (Herman, 1992). The survivor of            

a traumatic event experiences the dissociated traumatic states in the form of memories             

of trauma that are unavailable at other times, recurrent intrusive images connected to             

the trauma, symbolic acting out, inexplicable somatic sensations, among others.          

Herman (1992) classifies the many symptoms of PTSD into three main categories:            

“hyperarousal”, which reflects the persistent expectation of danger and the hyperalert,           

anxious attitude; “intrusion”, which reflects the indelible imprint of the traumatic moment            

that spontaneously breaks into consciousness in the form of flashbacks or nightmares;            

and “constriction”, which reflects the numbing response of surrender, the powerless,           

helpless state of the person. It is in this last symptom of PTSD, “constriction”, that               

dissociation appears to serve as an alternative to escape from the intolerable situation.             

As Herman points out: “this altered state of consciousness might be regarded as one of               

nature’s small mercies, a protection against unbearable pain” (p. 43). 

Traumatic events not only produce profound changes in cognition, emotion,          

physiological arousal and memory, but there may be a major disruption in integrative             

functions as well. That is, survivors are unable to integrate the information of the              

traumatic event with the rest of their personality or self. It is as if there is a separate self                   

that acts independently from the rest of the other functions. 

Judith Herman notes, “ . . .the traumatized person may experience intense            

emotion but without clear memory of the event, or may remember everything in detail              
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but without emotion (p. 37).” She, together with van der Kolk (1991) and others, have               

drawn on the early work of Janet (1889, 1919, in Herman, 1992) who observed that new                

experiences are typically integrated into existing mental constructs without much          

conscious awareness in what he called “narrative memory”. On the other hand,            

frightening experiences may not be easily integrated into existing cognitive structures.           

Thus, the memory of such experiences is stored differently, becoming irretrievable           

under ordinary conditions, and “dissociated” from conscious awareness and voluntary          

control. Fragments of these unintegrated experiences are then reflected in what is            

called “traumatic memory”. Because these experiences are so overwhelming, they          

cannot be integrated into existing mental framework or schema (Piaget’s concepts of            

assimilation and accommodation), hence they are dissociated and later intrude into           

memory in a fragmented way. 

It is believed that traumatic memories “lack verbal narrative and context, rather,            

they are encoded in the form of sensations and images” (Herman, 1992). Van der Kolk               

(1991) has devoted considerable attention to the issue of human memory processes,            

pointing out that memory is an active process involving mental schemes, formed over             

time on the basis of experience, into which new information is absorbed and integrated.              

He states that: “Almost all memories are malleable by constant reworking and            

recategorization. When people are exposed to trauma the experience cannot be           

organized on a linguistic level and this failure to arrange the memory in words and               

symbols leaves it to be organized on a somatosensory or iconic level: as somatic              

sensations, behavioral reenactments, nightmares and flashbacks.” (p. 441). 
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This interference in symbolization causes difficulties in linguistic retrieval. Like          

van der Kolk, Krystal (1995) calls attention to the observation that certain types of              

“acute and uncontrollable stresses can cause long-term changes in the brain’s chemical            

messaging system . . . where the most dramatic alteration is found in the way the brain                 

handles adrenaline. After a significant traumatic experience, the brain tends to be more             

easily provoked than usual into releasing adrenaline and is apparently less able to turn              

off the flow of the neurotransmitter.” (p. 32). This long lasting disregulation of brain              

chemistry under conditions of overwhelming stress and anxiety may have major           

consequences for encoding and retrieval. 

It maybe argued that “traumatic memory” resulting from such prolonged periods           

of deprivation has a dynamic basis in preserving some semblance of safety and security              

through an “unremembered past”. Langer (1991) has referred to an “anguish memory”            

characterized by what he calls a “divided self”. Drawing on oral testimonies from             

Holocaust survivors of World War II, he suggests that many traumatized people live             

simultaneously in two different worlds: the realm of the trauma and the realm of their               

current life. Theses two realms are sometimes never bridged. The traumatic memory is             

timeless and defies the narrative form characterized by a beginning, middle and end. He              

suggests that “while the unfolding story brings relief, the unfolding plot induces pain” (p.              

48). To give such coherence to the experience is to bind it and give it reality and                 

closure. Such closure is, indeed, the therapeutic goal, but is a frightening prospect to              

the one in pain. 

In examining a case report on childhood abuse in relation to remembering,            

Davies and Frawley (1994) write: “. . .These survivors remembered before they knew             
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they did. They “remembered” first in unsymbolized ways that were reenactments rather            

than memories as we usually understand them to be organized and integrated into a              

well-functioning ego. The patient’s memories of the abuse were almost wholly           

dissociated. Split off from consciousness, they retained the affective strength of the            

original trauma and operated with great power from outside the patient’s awareness.”            

(p. 65). 

In sum, dissociation seems to follow a continuum, where the least severe of the              

extremes is experienced by people in everyday life, for example: automatic driving or             

typing, daydreaming, etc., and the most severe of the extremes is the dissociative state              

as a consequence of a severe stressful or traumatic experience, becoming a symptom             

or a disorder in itself. In any event, it cannot easily be determined if dissociation plays                

an adaptive or maladaptive role, from a general perspective. Rather, this assessment            

should be evaluated within each particular situation. 

 

Dissociation: Adaptive or Maladaptive?  

In spite of the various definitions and perspectives offered by different authors,            

no definite conclusion has been drawn in terms of the adaptive function of dissociative              

states. Putnam (1993) discusses that dissociative episodes are a common and           

normative phenomenon in childhood that generally decrease during adolescence to          

relatively low levels in adults. However, when a traumatic event is experienced at any              

level of the development, it interferes with the normal age-related decline in the             

dissociative capacity, increasing the probability to dissociate as an adult. Therefore,           

dissociation seems to be an adaptive coping mechanism in the face of severe trauma. 
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Apparently, the dissociative mechanism provides protection and is useful in          

situations where reality is impossible to bear, when certain behaviors need to be             

automatized, when there is a irreconcilable conflict, when the person needs to isolate             

himself from a catastrophic experience in order to protect the integrity of the self (at               

least some part of it), or when there is an alteration of the sense of self, so the traumatic                   

event is experienced “as if this is not really happening to me”. 

In discussing how the separate and mutually exclusive organizations of particular           

aspects of the self in relationship to often disparate representation of significant others             

works as a mechanism of adaptation in adult survivors of childhood sexual abuse,             

Davies and Frawley (1994) state that: “Only through dissociation can the adult survivor             

find the capacity to maintain such irreconcilable and disparate experiences of significant            

others and to accommodate the representations of self that grow out of such polar              

experiences with others. The earlier the abuse, the more chronic the abuse, and the              

closer the relationship between abuser and victim, the more pervasive the dissociative            

structure of the personality will be” (p. 75). 

This capacity to maintain irreconcilable extremes within oneself by dissociating          

can be explained as a survival instinct from an evolutionary standpoint. Dissociation            

during trauma and traumatic amnesia are commonly understood to be psychological           

defenses against psychological pain, as if removing the pain is a logical end goal. As               

Freyd (1994) suggests: “it is parsimonious to assume that pain exists to motivate             

behavioral changes.” (p.121). And this motivation to avoid or alleviate pain is a goal in               

itself but, behind that motivation lies an evolutionary goal more related to survival.             

Furthermore, according to Freyd’s perspective, memory repression, dissociation, and         
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related defenses are not functions that enable us to reduce psychic pain per se.              

Instead, these mechanisms function to control social cognition and thus control social            

behaviors. Hence, the utility of these defenses is not merely to avoid pain, rather they               

must serve as a survival device, in an evolutionary sense, that invokes the numbing of               

pain and simultaneously blocks information. The blocking of the pain is more socially             

adaptive than functionally adaptive. Indeed, it is possible that, in the long run,             

psychological defenses do not reduce psychic pain at all. 

Freyd (1994) presumed that trauma survivors, especially adult survivors of          

childhood abuse, have a mental mechanism that has naturally evolved, devoted to            

detect “cheaters” or people that have betrayed them. From the evolutionary           

psychological point of view this mechanism of being “highly attuned” to betrayals is an              

adaptive one, because when they are able to choose with whom to engage in further               

social agreements, they want to avoid those who have previously betrayed them, and             

this is a step toward preservation and survival. 

According to van der Kolk and Kadish (1987), dissociation as a response to             

traumatic life events is the most common reaction and an adaptive one as well, because               

“. . . it allows relatively normal functioning for the duration of the traumatic event and                

leaves a large part of the personality unaffected by the trauma.” (p.186). In addition, the               

authors suggest that amnestic dissociation remains adaptive throughout the person’s          

lifetime without further psychopathological consequences. 

On the other hand, Sullivan (1956) proposes a different approach in regard to             

the adaptive role of dissociation. He accepts the idea that dissociation is part of the               

equipment of the surviving human animal, that it does not require disturbances of the              
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contents of consciousness, and furthermore, it does not act as an obstacle in life in the                

areas of personality or functions that have not been affected by dissociation. However,             

he states that this dynamism, which is dissociation, while often adaptive is far from              

ideal. He writes: “one is more efficient and much nearer happiness, contentment, and all              

those things which we allege to be positive returns in life, abstractly considered, if one               

does not have any important system of personality in dissociation.” (p.168). Still, it             

seems that in many cases patients report that dissociation helps them take things             

easier, have a less intense and exhausting life. It is a dynamism which is useful where                

no other dynamism or mechanism can be utilized. 

It is important to call attention to the aspect of dissociation as an adaptive              

mechanism from a cross-cultural perspective. This aspect is particularly important when           

determining the role of dissociation, because depending on the cultural viewpoint it can             

be interpreted as a very adaptive and acceptable behavior or it can be interpreted as an                

abnormal and unacceptable behavior. The DSM-IV states that, according to some           

cultures, dissociation is an expression of cultural activity or religious experience,           

therefore, it has to be evaluated within the context that is presented. 

Even though dissociation is a protective mechanism that allows people to adapt            

to life events and cope with reality, the learning of these adaptive strategies may lead to                

highly maladaptive behaviors (Putnam, 1993). Therefore, although dissociative states         

may be adaptive at the moment of the trauma, they seem to become maladaptive once               

the danger is past. The altered states of consciousness prevent the integration            

necessary for healing. As mentioned earlier, when the traumatic experience occurs, the            

person encodes the event in a way that creates a splitting of the self and thus, the                 
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information is not available to become integrated with the rest of the self or personality.               

This inability to integrate, brings as a consequence a constrictive state in thought,             

memory, consciousness and the entire field of purposeful action and. In other words,             

people tend to restrict their lives in order to create some sense of control and safety. 

A further consequence of dissociation as maladaptive is the interference with           

anticipation and planning for the future. For instance, in Lenore Terr’s study of             

kidnapped school-children, when they were asked what they wanted to be when they             

grew up, many said they did not have plans for the future because they expected to die                 

young (Terr, 1990). Long after the traumatic event these children continue to look for              

omens and signs to protect them and guide their behavior. 

In sum, even though dissociative states prevent the person from facing           

overwhelming feelings and painful memories, and even though these states help avoid            

any trace of reminiscent trauma, traumatized people are deprived and limited in their             

opportunities to successfully cope with new situations. Moreover, they seem to have to             

pay a price for the protection they afford by narrowing their lives and ultimately              

perpetuating the traumatic event. Psychotherapy has been shown to be an effective tool             

in the treatment of dissociative disorders. 

 

Clinical Implications for Treatment 

Many researchers (Freyd, 1994; Herman, 1992) have pointed out the effectiveness of            

psychotherapy as a potential tool to heal trauma wounds for various reasons, including             

that the therapeutic relationship may be corrective for the person, in terms of building              

appropriate trust and social boundaries. Additionally, the therapist can help the person            
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with interpretations of the sensory memories, feelings, and behaviors of the traumatic            

event, allowing the person to make sense of negative feelings and maladaptive            

behaviors and to have more control over them. Furthermore, psychotherapy offers the            

possibility to talk about the traumatic memories, and thus “. . . the client spontaneously               

creates an episodic interpretation and integration of previously disjointed sensory and           

affective memories (Freyd, 1994, p.320). 

One of the most important therapeutic processes that occurs during treatment is            

the remembering, speaking aloud, and integration of often long warded-off traumatic           

memories. But the process of remembering is not that simple. In fact, it gets              

complicated because specific traumatic memories are frequently state-dependent (van         

der Kolk, 1989, in Davies, 1994). These memories were encoded in wordless rage and              

helpless terror, thus being accessible only when the person reenters those affective            

states. As stated earlier, these memories are often encoded on a sensori-motor level of              

cognition, therefore, verbalize and organize the experience for the first time is a difficult              

task that implies a long process. Eventually, this process will lead to a still painful but                

more manageable narrative about past events.  

In working with patients with dissociated traumatic material, disclosure of the           

abuse or traumatic experience seems to be an important goal. In the case of sexual               

abuse, this occurs when the abused-child part of the person - the holder of abuse               

memories - emerges to share his/her story with the clinician. For this to happen, the               

therapist must accept and even encourage the dissociated states into which the patient             

enters during treatment, letting these states unfold the truths. (Davies and Frawley,            

1994). Mollica (1988) and Langer (1991) writing about World War II holocaust survivors,             
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suggest that through their storytelling in therapy, the traumatized patients can reclaim            

the world they have lost and create a new story of survival and recovery. 

In sum, the different ways of defining dissociation and its role in the traumatic              

experience help us understand how important it is to consider not only the traumatic              

event, but the traumatized individual’s experience and representation of self, and the            

internalization of others in his/her world within the traumatic or abusive situation as well.              

This is especially true in reference to the clinical implications. Trauma and abuse             

literature in general (Davies and Frawley, 1994) stresses the patient’s need to recover             

dissociated memories and to express them with full affective discharge. But this seems             

to be an oversimplification of the treatment process, because traumatic events are only             

one of the aspects that have to be addressed in treatment. The picture is more complex                

than that, and it should take into account the individual and integrate his/her different              

aspects of behaviors, feelings, memories and thoughts. As Davies (1994) explains:           

“traumatic experiences are embedded in the entire constellation of the patient’s internal            

object world and concomitant aspects of self experience, consequently, the emergence,           

containment, encoding, and integration of his entire split-off aspect of experience is the             

overriding therapeutic goal.” (p. 64). 

It seems that therapy is one possible answers to help integrate the traumatic             

experience with other parts of the self, thereby, making the use of dissociation an              

adaptive rather than a maladaptive strategy. 
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